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SUMMARY

Here, we present a protocol to analyze de novo genetic variants derived from the
whole-exome sequencing (WES) of proband-parent trios. We provide stepwise
instructions for using existing pipelines to call de novo mutations (DNMs) and
determine whether the observed number of such mutations is enriched relative
to the expected number. This protocol may be extended to any human disease
trio-based cohort. Cohort size is a limiting determinant to the discovery of
high-confidence pathogenic DNMs.
For complete details on the use and execution of this protocol, please refer to
Dong et al. (2020).
BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Timing: hours to days; factors that affect timing include the number of samples and avail-

able computing resources

Note: The user should already have recruited and performed WES on a cohort of trios (pro-

band and both parents). Following this, the user will need to take unmapped sequence

information and create a variant call format (VCF) file for downstream analysis. The genome

analysis toolkit (GATK), developed by the Broad Institute, features a ‘‘best practices’’ workflow

for data preprocessing and variant discovery (The 1000 genomes project consortium, 2015;

McKenna et al., 2010; Van der Auwera et al., 2013).

1. Data preprocessing: data preprocessing generates binary alignment/map (BAM) files from un-

mapped sequencing reads. Preprocessing includes: alignment of unmapped reads to the human

reference genome. The Broad Institute preprocessing workflow can be found at the location

listed below:

a. https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us/articles/360035535912-Data-pre-processing-

for-variant-discovery
STAR Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s).
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2. Variant discovery:

a. The BAM files generated during preprocessing are fed into GATK’s HaplotypeCaller to

perform per-sample variant calling, outputting a genomic VCF (gVCF) for a single sample.

The Broad Institutes GATK preprocessing workflow can be found at the locations listed below.
i. https://github.com/gatk-workflows/gatk4-exome-analysis-pipeline

ii. https://dockstore.org/workflows/github.com/broadinstitute/warp/ExomeGermlineSingle

Sample:ExomeGermlineSingleSample_v2.2.0?tab=info

b. Joint-calling and variant quality score recalibration (VQSR) generates a final, multisample VCF

that is the starting point for downstream analysis. The Broad Institute joint genotyping work-

flow can be found at the locations listed below.

i. https://github.com/gatk-workflows/broad-prod-wgs-germline-snps-indels

ii. https://dockstore.org/workflows/github.com/broadinstitute/warp/JointGenotyping:Joint

Genotyping_v1.3.0?tab=info

c. Additional best practices information for GATK germline pipelines can be found here: https://

gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us/articles/360035535932-Germline-short-variant-discovery-

SNPs-Indels-

Note: Dong et al. used GATK best practices version 3 for all preprocessing steps, including

mapping sequence reads at each site to the GRCh37 reference genome (Dong et al., 2020).

Please note, however, that GATK version 3 is no longer supported by the developers. For

this reason, the above discussion gives instructions specific to GATK4 and links user to

GATK4 resources. We recognize that different users will be operating with access to different

levels of computational resources and support, and so implementation of GATK4 best prac-

tices is likely to feature user-specific needs that are beyond the scope of this manuscript. For

this reason, we recommend users visit the links posted above if they have questions about im-

plementing GATK. In addition, we have provided two links below that for users interested in

other pipelines for data preprocessing and germline variant discovery:

i. https://github.com/ekg/alignment-and-variant-calling-tutorial

ii. https://bcbio-nextgen.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Note: Steps 3 and 4 pertain to kinship analysis and sample duplicate removal. Kinship analysis

is a prerequisite to the discovery of de novo genetic variation. There are multiple established

and accepted methods for verifying biological relationships among self-reported mother-fa-

ther-proband trios. Dong et al. used identity-by-descent (IBD) (Purcell et al., 2007) and an

analysis of high quality ultrarare single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) absent from ExAC

and gnomAD (Lek et al., 2016) for this purpose.

3. Pedigree confirmation

a. Pairwise PLINK IBD calculation (Purcell et al., 2007)

4. Sample duplicate removal

a. Remove individuals with R90% IBD (Purcell et al., 2007)

b. Remove individuals with shared ultrarare SNPs

KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Published paper and data Dong et al., 2020 dbGap accession number:
phs000744

1,000 genomes The 1000 genomes
project consortium, 2015

https://www.international
genome.org/data

ExAC database Lek et al., 2016 https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Exome variant
server (EVS)

Exome Variant Server, NHLBI
GO Exome Sequencing
Project (ESP), Seattle, WA

https://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/

BRAVO Program, 2018 https://bravo.sph.umich.
edu/freeze8/hg38/

Software and algorithms

TrioDeNovo Wei et al., 2014 https://genome.sph.umich.
edu/wiki/Triodenovo

GATK McKenna et al., 2010 https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/

DeNovo protocol code Scripts, intermediate files, and
data generated for this protocol

https://github.com/jinlab-washu/
de-novo-wes-star-protocol
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STEP-BY-STEP METHOD DETAILS

We have created a github that features all of the necessary files, scripts, and example outputs for the

method presented herein. The github can be found at:

https://github.com/jinlab-washu/de-novo-wes-star-protocol

Users are advised to refer to github to download example trios (in VCF format) and pedigree (PED)

files if they wish to replicate the step-by-step instructions reported here exactly.
Run DeNovo Analysis for each trio

Timing: hours to days

In this step users will perform DeNovo analysis using TriodenovoRearrange_pythonAuto.R, which

outputs a filtered tsv (tab-separated values) file of calls for each trio in your cohort.

1. Generate the commands for each trio, replacing TRIO_NAME with the name of each trio: Rscript

TriodenovoRearrange_pythonAuto.R exome_calls_chr4_2trios.vcf Trios.ped OUTPUT_FOLDER

TRIO_NAME. This should be done in the command line, and if this is sufficient then users should

continue to step 2. Otherwise, users should execute the following sub-steps in R (recommended

version 4.0.2).

a. Create a new directory for the cohort
i. system(paste("mkdir ",CohortName,sep = ’’),intern = F)

b. Read in the pedigree file

i. Fam = read.table(file=ped,header=TRUE,stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

ii. See Trios.ped for an example pedigree format

c. Change your working directory to the cohort directory

i. setwd(CohortName)

d. Create a directory for the sample and change to id

i. command0=paste("mkdir -p ",Familyno,sep="")

ii. system(command0,intern=F)

iii. setwd(Familyno)

e. Generate a pedigree file for just one trio

i. index <- which(Fam$FamID == Familyno)

ii. write.table(Fam[index,],file = paste("Trio_",Familyno,".ped",sep = ""),col.names=FAL-

SE,row.names=FALSE,sep="yt",quote=FALSE)

iii. Fam = Fam[index,]

iv. index = which(Fam$Father != 0)

v. Proband_ID = Fam[index,2]
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vi. Father_ID = Fam[index,3]

vii. Mother_ID = Fam[index,4]

f. Generate a VCF file for each trio, removing all records with missing genotype, only extracting

lines where AC != 0

i. command1=paste("java -Xmx64g -jar GenomeAnalysisTK_3.5.jar -nt 16 -R /ref_data/h_sa-

piens/1000genomes/2.5/b37/human_g1k_v37_decoy.fasta -T SelectVariants –variant

",Input," -o Trio_",Familyno,".vcf -env -sn ",Proband_ID,’ -sn ’,Father_ID,’ -sn ’,Mother_-

ID,sep="")
� -nt 16: use 16 threads

� -R: path to reference fasta

� -T SelectVariants –variant: select a subset of variants from a VCF

� -o: output file path

� -env

� -sn: specify a sample name from which to include genotypes

ii. system(command1,intern=F)

g. Regenotype

i. system(paste(’java -Xmx64g -jar GenomeAnalysisTK_3.5.jar -nt 16 -R /ref_data/h_sapiens/

1000genomes/2.5/b37/human_g1k_v37_decoy.fasta -T RegenotypeVariants –variant Tri-

o_’,Familyno,’.vcf -o Trio_’,Familyno,’_reGT.vcf’,sep = ’’),intern = F)
STA
� -nt 16: use 16 threads

� -R: path to reference fasta

� -T RegenotypeVariants –variant: Regenotypes the variants from a VCF

� -o: output file path
h. Split multi-allelic sites

i. system(paste(’bcftools norm -m-both -o Trio_’,Familyno,’_reGT_step1.vcf Trio_’,Family-

no,’_reGT.vcf’,sep = ’’),intern = F)
� norm: normalize indels

� -m-both

� -o: output file path
i. Left normalization

i. system(paste(’bcftools norm -f /ref_data/h_sapiens/1000genomes/2.5/b37/human_-

g1k_v37.fasta -o Trio_’,Familyno,’_reGT_step2.vcf Trio_’,Familyno,’_reGT_step1.vcf’,-

sep = ’’),intern = F)
� norm: normalize indels

� -f: path to reference fasta

� -o: output file path
j. Remove extra information (PID, PGT)

i. system(paste(’vcfkeepgeno Trio_’,Familyno,’_reGT_step2.vcf GT AD DP GQ PL > Trio_’,-

Familyno,’_reGT_step2_modified.vcf’,sep = ’’),intern = F)

k. Remove ./., unfavored PL, and AC != 0

i. system(paste(’python ParseTrioVCF.py ’,Familyno,sep = ’’),intern = F)

ii. Requires ParseTrioVCF.py

l. Annotate the updated VCF with annovar

i. command7=paste("perl table_annovar.pl –vcfinput Trio_",Familyno,"_updated.vcf /pro-

grams/annovar/humandb/ -buildver hg19 -out Trio_",Familyno," -remove -protocol re-

fGene,genomicSuperDups,snp138,dbnsfp33a,esp6500siv2_all,1000g2015aug_all,ex-

ac03,gnomad_exome,gnomad_genome,bravo -operation g,r,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f -nastring

’.’",sep = "")
� –vcfinput: specify the input vcf file

� -buildver: genome build version

� -out: specify the output file

� -remove: remove all temporary files

� -protocol: comma-delimited string specifying database protocol
R Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021
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� In this case we are using these protocols: refGene,genomicSuperDups,snp138,dbnsf-

p33a,esp6500siv2_all,1000g2015aug_all,exac03,gnomad_exome,gnomad_genome

� -operation: comma-delimited string specifying type of operation

� -nastring: string to display when a score is not available

ii. system(command7,intern=F)

m. Run triodenovo

i. command6=paste("triodenovo –ped Trio_",Familyno,".ped –in_vcf Trio_",Family-

no,"_updated.vcf –out Trio_",Familyno,".denovo.Bayfilter.vcf –mixed_vcf_records",sep =

"")
� –ped: specifies the pedigree file to use

� –in_vcf: specifies the vcf file to use

� –out: specifies the output file

� –mixed_vcf_records

ii. system(command6,intern=F)

n. Delete intermediate files

i. system(paste("rm Trio_",Familyno,".avinput",sep = ""),intern = F)

ii. system(paste("rm Trio_",Familyno,".hg19_multianno.txt",sep = ""),intern = F)

o. Rearrangement

i. system(paste(’python PrepareMerge.py ’,Familyno,sep = ’’),intern = F)

ii. Requires PrepareMerge.py

p. Determine the order of members in the VCF

i. Order = unlist(strsplit(try(system(paste("grep -w ’#CHROM’ Trio_",Familyno,"_upda-

ted.vcf",sep = ""),intern = T)),’yt’))

ii. col15 = Order[10]

iii. col16 = Order[11]

iv. col17 = Order[12]

q. Process the triodenovo output

i. Bayfilter=readLines(paste("Trio_",Familyno,".denovo.Bayfilter.content.txt",sep = ""))

ii. Bayfilter=sapply(1:length(Bayfilter),function(i) unlist(strsplit(Bayfilter[i],"yt")))

iii. Bayfilter=data.frame(t(Bayfilter),stringsAsFactors = F)

iv. colnames(Bayfilter)=c("CHROM","POS","ID","REF","ALT","QUAL","FILTER","IN-

FO","FORMAT",Father_ID,Mother_ID,Proband_ID)

v. Bayfilter$POSITION=paste(Bayfilter$CHROM,Bayfilter$POS,Bayfilter$REF,Bayfilter$-

ALT,sep=":")

r. Process the annovar output

i. Anno=readLines(paste("Trio_",Familyno,".hg19_multianno.content.txt",sep = ""))

ii. Anno=sapply(1:length(Anno),function(i) unlist(strsplit(Anno[i],"yt")))

iii. Anno=data.frame(t(Anno),stringsAsFactors = F)

iv. colnames(Anno)=c("CHROM","POS","ID","REF","ALT","QUAL","FILTER","Info","For-

mat",paste("Anno.",col15,sep = ""),paste("Anno.",col16,sep = ""),paste("Anno.",-

col17,sep = ""))

v. Anno$POSITION=paste(Anno$CHROM,Anno$POS,Anno$REF,Anno$ALT,sep=":")

s. Delete intermediate files

i. system(paste("rm Trio_",Familyno,".hg19_multianno.content.txt",sep = ""),intern = F)

ii. system(paste("rm Trio_",Familyno,".denovo.Bayfilter.content.txt",sep = ""),intern = F)

t. Merge based on the triodenovo file

i. AnnoBayfilter=merge(Bayfilter,Anno,by="POSITION",all.x=TRUE)

ii. AnnoBayfilter=AnnoBayfilter[,c(1:8,10:13,21:25)]

iii. colnames(AnnoBayfilter)=c("POSITION","CHROM","POS","ID","REF","ALT","-

QUAL","FILTER","FORMAT",Father_ID,Mother_ID,Proband_ID,"INFO","AnnoFor-

mat",paste("Anno.",col15,sep = ""),paste("Anno.",col16,sep = ""),paste("Anno.",-

col17,sep = ""))

u. Write the final output to a file
STAR Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021 5
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2. Run the list of commands generated in step 1

3. Concatenate the output files into one final file, in the command line

a. head -1 TRIO_NAME/*DenovoM > Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM

b. for file in TRIO_PREFIX*/*DenovoM;do sed ’1d’ $file >> Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM;done

c. Output: Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM

4. Filter the concatenated file using Python 3.7.3 These commands should be executed in the com-

mand line with paths to the Python scripts.

a. python ParseBayOutput_SciencePaper.py Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM Trios.BayesianFil-

ter.DenovoM.filtered

b. Requires ParseBayOutput_SciencePaper.py

c. Output: Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM.filtered
Denovolyze preparation and visualization of candidate DNMs

The DeNovo Analysis output will now be manually filtered and annotated to prepare for the Deno-

volyze step.

5. After compiling a list of candidate DNMs, all calls must be verified manually using the integrative

genomics viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al., 2011). IGV can be accessed at igv.org and manual visu-

alization of DNM calls can be accomplished as follows:

a. Open IGV and load in a BAM, CRAM (and any associated index file), or other supported file

format from the first subject you wish to analyze.

b. Select the appropriate reference sequence for your analysis and enter the chromosome and

position of the called variant to the search bar at the top.

c. Zoom in to the user-determined threshold window to visualize all recorded reads.

d. Export the image by clicking "Save Image" under the "File" menu and saving to your desired

folder.

e. Repeat steps for all candidate DNMs in the call list for the specific subject file loaded into IGV.

f. End the current session and create a new session loading the BAM or CRAM file of the next

subject you wish to analyze.

g. Repeat the above steps until all candidate DNM calls have been manually analyzed in IGV.

h. Troubleshooting (Problem 2)

6. Open the output in your preferred spreadsheet software and classify the mutations into different

categories in the column denovo_metasvm_cadd30

a. Use the ExonicFunc.refGene column to aid in this process

b. The MetaSVM and CADD columns may also be helpful

c. Example: A nonsynonymous_SNV with a CADD (v1.3) scoreR 30 or a MetaSVM prediction of

‘‘D’’ would be classified as misD (Kircher et al., 2014)

d. Output: Trios.BayesianFilter.DenovoM.filtered.PlotReads.xlsx
Enrichment analysis

The enrichment analysis relies on the denovolyzeR library and will output mutability or enrichment

tables depending on the script. The sample data was generated by the DeNovo Analysis step

and prepared for denovolyzeR in the previous step. The gene lists used by Dong et al. are available

in the github. Users will need curate their own gene lists based upon published literature for the dis-

ease they are studying.

7. Run the scripts

a. Rscript denovolyzR.script.R

b. Requires: TN_n70_Input.txt, 0819_hs37d5_coding_idt_med_v2_spikein_padded_Mar2018_-

adj_modified.txt

c. Output: Trios_ObserveExpect_metasvm_cadd30.txt
6 STAR Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021
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Table 1. De novo enrichment analysis among cases

De novo enrichment analysis in 70 TN cases

Class Observed rate_obs_cases Expected rate_exp_cases Enrichment p value

all 74 1.057142857 79.5 1.135714286 0.931 0.747

syn 22 0.314285714 22.5 0.321428571 0.977 0.571

misT 27 0.385714286 37.4 0.534799393 0.721 0.968

misD 17 0.242857143 12.7 0.181428571 1.34 0.141

lof 8 0.114285714 6.9 0.098571429 1.16 0.387

protD 25 0.357142857 19.6 0.28 1.28 0.134

prot 52 0.742857143 57 0.814285714 0.912 0.764

Results of the enrichment analysis for DNMs across all genes in cases. Corresponds to supplemental table 2b in Dong et al.

(2020).
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EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Steps 3 and 4 from the step-by-step method details generate tab-separated files. Example outputs

are provided in the github.

Step 5 requires the user to generate IGV plots. An example IGV plot is given in the troubleshooting

section of this protocol.

Table 1 shows the expected outcome of the enrichment analysis for DNMs for all genes (Table 1).

The results match that of supplemental table 2b in our companion paper by Dong et al. The analysis

can and should be extended to controls in order to interpret the results; the full findings can be found

in Dong et al., 2020.

The rate_obs_cases is the number of DNMs divided by the number of individuals in the cohort. The

enrichment is the ratio of observed to expected numbers of mutations. misD is damaging missense

mutations as predicted byMetaSVM and CADD algorithms; misT is the non-damagingmissensemu-

tations; protD is the damaging category (misD +lof); prot is the protein altering category (misT +

misD + lof). All genes from the genome were considered for the analysis.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Table 2 details the filtering criteria used by Dong et al. for putative DNMs.

Dong et al. used a previously developedmutability model (Samocha et al., 2014) to compute amuta-

bility table containing the expected number of DNMs per gene per variant class. We have provided a

copy of themutability table generated by Dong et al. on the github for this protocol for users wishing

to replicate their analysis.

The observed versus expected number of DNMs for each variant class were compared using a one-

tailed Poisson test. The statistical analyses for DNMs were implemented as part of ‘‘denovolyzeR’’

(Ware et al., 2015) and we included the instructions for replicating these analyses in the step-by-

step method details.
LIMITATIONS

While WES can identify genetic variation that may predispose an individual to certain disease states,

bioinformatic analyses and statistical genetic approaches do not provide functional insight into the

role of candidate genes/variants in disease pathogenesis. Statistically significant genetic variation

can sometimes be found to be functionally irrelevant when the candidate mutations are reproduced

in animal models. Functional validation is a valuable and necessary counterpart to unbiased

sequencing approaches if one hopes to obtain mechanistic insight into their disease of interest.
STAR Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021 7



Table 2. Filtering criteria for putative DNMs

Cases Controls

� Minor allele frequency % 4 3 10�4 across all
samples in 1000 Genomes, EVS, and ExAC, Bravo

� in-cohort allele frequency % 4 3 10�4

� probands must have at least 10 total reads and 5 alternative allele reads
� probands must have a minimum of 20% alternate allele ratio for alternate allele reads R10 or a minimum 28%

alternate ratio for alternate allele reads <10
� parents must have a minimum depth of 10 reference reads and alternate allele ratio <3.5%
� exonic or canonical splice-site variants

Example filtering criteria to analyze DNMs in cases and controls. The criteria are the same as those used by Dong et al. (2020).
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Dong et al., reconstituted the human DNMp.Cys188Trp in the GABAA receptor Cl
� channel g-1 sub-

unit (GABRG1) using mice, and found that mice with these mutations showed signs of trigeminal

neuralgia (Dong et al., 2020). However, the resource and time costs of creating and testing such

mousemodels preclude the possibility of reconstituting each candidate hit. As such, our mechanistic

understanding of how genetic variation shapes disease pathogenesis often lags behind our knowl-

edge of what genetic variation exists between patients and healthy controls.

Our protocol is limited by the small number of trios available to Dong et al (70 trios). Small cohorts

limit the power to identify candidate genes with more than one damaging DNM. Other studies that

used the method illustrated here have featured larger cohorts (Homsy et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2017).

For example, studies by Homsy et al. and Jin et al. were able to identify 21 and 66 (respectively)

genes with greater than one DNM in cohorts of congenital heart disease (CHD) patients. Informa-

tively, the cohort size in Homsy et al. was 1,213 probands with CHD and this increased to 2,645

CHD probands for the study by Jin et al., reflecting that as the number of cases increases so too

does the ability to detect genes with more than one DNM. Despite not being able to directly

compare results in a trigeminal neuralgia cohort to a CHD cohort, one appreciates that regardless

of disease indication there is a benefit to having larger numbers of cases. Still, even with only 70 trios

Dong et al was able to discover pathogenic genetic lesions that arose from DNMs.

Recruitment of larger cohorts would certainly lend greater power to the study by Dong et al., but it is

not always possible to recruit cohorts of the necessary size. Importantly, the method outlined in this

manuscript does not require a minimum number of case trios. While the method benefits from

increased case trios (like any study would), the lack of a minimum number of required case count al-

lows this method to be applied to even very rare diseases where it may be impossible to recruit more

than a few dozen patients. Regardless of how many patients one recruits, it is advisable to sequence

subjects to coverage of at least 40x if trying to identify DNMs, as this level of coverage has been suc-

cessful in prior studies (Homsy et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2017). Low coverage makes it more likely to

count false positives as true hits, even with visualization in IGV.
TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem 1

Choice of reference genome: GRCh37 versus GRCh38

The cohort analyzed in our companion paper was mapped to GRCh37. Alignment against a more

complete build of the human reference genome (GRCh38) could offer more accurate read-mapping

and result in a more comprehensive variant call set.
Potential solution 1

Choice of reference genome

There is not a correct or incorrect choice when choosing between alignment to GRCh37 or GRCh38.

The choice of reference genome used for alignment can have a substantial impact on variant discov-

ery and the choice should bemade in the context of what a user hopes to accomplish with their data-

set. Increasingly, we would advise users to align to GRCh38 because it will offer greater compatibility
8 STAR Protocols 2, 100383, March 19, 2021
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Figure 1. Example IGV plots for two DNM calls

(A) A true-positive DNM in the gene GABRG1.

(B) A false-positive DNM in the gene HTT. Color scheme: A is green, C is blue, G is brown, and T is red.
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with resources like version three of gnomAD (natively aligned to GRCh38). Nevertheless, for users

who already have data aligned to GRCh37, it may not be worthwhile or feasible to remap to

GRCh38. In these cases, one may consider a liftover of GRCh37 coordinates to GRCh38 if

GRCh38 coordinates are required. Liftover can be accomplished by using any number of publicly

available tools including:

� The UCSC genome browser (http://www.genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver)

� NCBI Remap (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/tools/remap)

While an in-depth discussion of these tools is beyond the scope of this manuscript, an informative

introduction to these resources can be found online at https://genviz.org/module-01-intro/0001/

06/02/liftoverTools/

Problem 2

Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)

During manual validation of potential DNMs using IGV, it is possible different users will have a

different judgment about whether a particular call is a true DNM or a false-positive. This can influ-

ence the final set of candidate DNMs.

Potential solution

We have included example IGV images for a true DNM (Figure 1A) and a false-positive DNM (Fig-

ure 1B) for the user to contrast. The sample reads and coverage depth are visualized with the puta-

tive DNM site demarcated between two dashed lines. The example in Figure 1B is a false-positive

call because the putative DNM site is mutated in several reads in parent 177-3. We recognize that

the in-text versions of these visualizations may be low resolution for some users. Therefore, we

have provided high resolution versions of the IGV plot for each individual from Figure 1 as part of

the Data S1.

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the co-corresponding authors (kristopher.kahle@yale.edu and jin810@wustl.edu).

Materials availability

No biological reagents were used as part of this protocol.

Data and code availability

The WES data analyzed with this protocol and generated by the companion paper Dong et al. are avail-

able at dbGap with accession number phs000744.We have provided our Python and R scripts for the de

novo variant analysis demonstrated in Dong et al. and this protocol. These can be found at the github

repository for this protocol (https://github.com/jinlab-washu/de-novo-wes-star-protocol).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xpro.2021.100383.
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